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Lecture outline
•! Functions of antibodies
•! B cell activation; the role of helper T
cells in antibody production
•! Therapeutic targeting of B cells
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The Importance of Antibodies
•! Humoral immunity is the defense
mechanism against extracellular microbes
–! Most current vaccines work by stimulating
effective antibody responses

•! Antibodies are mediators of many
immune/inflammatory diseases
•! Antibodies are used as therapeutic
agents
Take home messages !
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Mechanisms of helper T cell-mediated
activation of B lymphocytes
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Actions of helper T cells
•! Helper T cells stimulate B cells to
produce large amounts of antibodies,
undergo isotype switching and affinity
maturation, and generate long-lived
plasma cells and memory B cells
–! Mostly in germinal centers
–! Role of follicular helper T cells
–! Many of the reactions are dependent on
induction of the enzyme AID in B cells

Take home messages !
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Follicular helper T cells (Tfh)
•! Some effector T cells express the
chemokine receptor CXCR5, migrate to
lymphoid follicles, and help B cells
(isotype switching, affinity maturation)
•! Characteristics of Tfh:
–! Surface CXCR5, ICOS
–! Transcription factor: BCL-6
–! Cytokines secreted: IL-21 + IL-4 or IFN!
(or IL-17?)
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Activation-induced deaminase (AID)
•! Enzyme induced in B cells by Tfh signals
(mainly via CD40); deaminates cytosines
to uracils
•! Role in isotype switching: DNA breaks
created at sites of Us in switch regions;
repair leads to recombination of
different switch regions
•! Role in affinity maturation: Us in V
regions are removed, repaired by errorprone repair enzymes ! mutations
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Plasma cells and memory B cells
•! Plasma cells generated during GC
reaction migrate to bone marrow and
survive for years, producing antibody
–! Much of circulating IgG is produced by longlived plasma cells, provides initial protection

•! Some activated B cells develop into
memory cells, which recirculate and do
not secrete antibody but can be rapidly
reactivated to become plasma cells
–! Choice of plasma cells vs memory cells is
determined by expression of different
transcription factors in the activated B cells
Take home messages !
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The germinal center reaction
•! Site of development of sophisticated
antibody responses
•! Isotype switching, affinity maturation, longlived plasma cells, memory B cells
•! Driven by follicular helper T cells (assays for
blood Tfh cells in humans?)

•! Need to maximize the reaction for
development of effective vaccines
•! Does dysregulation of the GC reaction
contribute to autoimmune diseases?
•! Strong autoantibody responses
•! Generation of self-reactive B cells?
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Therapeutic strategies targeting B
cells and antibodies
•! Plasmapheresis (in severe cases of
autoimmunity)
•! B cell depletion: anti-CD20 antibody
•! IVIg (does it act on B cells?)
•! BAFF antagonists; other approaches
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B cell depletion therapy
•! Rituximab is an anti-CD20 mAb approved
for treatment of RA, and in clinical trials
for several other autoimmune diseases.
•! Rituximab appears to be effective in RA,
SLE, and surprisingly MS
•! CD20 is expressed on most mature B cells,
but not plasma cells.
•! Rituximab treatment results in long term,
profound depletion of circulating B cells,
although circulating memory B cells and
tissue B cells are not as fully depleted,
and plasma cells are not reduced.

The life history of B lymphocytes
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Newly produced B cells leave bone marrow and enter
circulation
(continuous)

Migrate through secondary lymphoid organs and survey
for antigens
(continuous)

Antigen-recognition; Interaction with helper T cells;
clonal expansion; (isotype switching)
(a few days)

Low-affinity Plasma
cells
-> Antibody

(1-2 weeks)

Germinal Center formation: somatic
mutation and affinity maturation
(weeks)

High-affinity Plasma cells (->Antibody)
and memory B cells
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